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Fraction is an important concept and considered to be a prerequisite to other topics in Mathematics.  The goal of 
this study is to gain a better understanding of the sense of fraction, in particular, to understand the sense of 
orderliness of fractions that students possessed. Six selected Form One students were interviewed individually. 
Most of the students showed the sense of fraction towards denominator, where they were able to state the 
inverse relationship between denominator and fraction size. However, some of these students could not 
associate the information that they gained from denominator with nominator, which caused them to have the 
difficulty to determine the exact fraction size. Similar problem occurred when students were to compare the size 
between two fractions.  The findings found in this study may have some direct implications for the teaching of 
fraction and also other mathematical concepts.  More specifically, it suggests that teaching should focus on 
understanding and not rote memorization of facts and procedures. 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

Many researchers have highlighted the lack of conceptual understanding of fractions 
and students reliance on algorithms as their only guide when working with fractions 
(Markovits and Sowder, 1994; Munirah Chazali, 2002). Nancy Mack (1990) stated that 
“…many students’ understanding of fractions is characterized by knowledge of rote 
procedures, which are often incorrect, rather than by the concepts underlying the procedures.” 
Memorizing the algorithms or rote procedures enables students to deal with fraction problems 
correctly, but it does not represent their understanding. Many students who were successful at 
routine, frequently encountered calculations had difficulty when they were asked questions 
that did not involve standard calculations presented in a familiar context, even when the 
questions involved basic number concepts (Carpenter et al, 1988). Munirah Ghazali (2002) 
states, “students’ ability to solve number problems could not be a referent of number sense 
which students possess.” Her study shows the percentage of students who were able to 
answer problems on fraction decreased by 16.5% when same questions were asked in the 
form of number sense!” 

 
Markovits and Sowder (1994) in their study had categorized ways of solving fractions 

with different denominator into two, namely rule-based and number-sense-based. Responses 
were considered rule-based if students either found a common denominator or changed both 
numbers to decimal form. In responses considered number-sense-based, students compared 
the fractions to benchmarks or compared parts. They continued, “… those students giving a 
rule-based explanation may have had a good understanding of the sizes of the numbers being 
compared. Then again, such understanding is not necessary to be successfully carry out a rule, 
which, in fact, takes longer to execute and seems a less likely alternative for individuals 
aware of number size.”  
 

In an other study conducted by Woodward (1998), she identified a variety of 
appropriate and inappropriate strategies that students used in comparing and ordering 
fractions. Two of the appropriate strategies that she considered the individuals had a good 
sense of fraction were ‘using benchmarks such as half and fourth to order fractions’, and 
‘comparing the relative sizes of the denominators’. Using benchmarks to compare and order 
fractions showed that individual has a strong sense of magnitude of fractions, while ordering 
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and comparing fractions using an understanding of the inverse relationship between the size 
of the denominator and fraction size pointed to a strong understanding of the concept of 
fractions.  

 
 

SENSE OF ORDERLINESS OF FRACTIONS 
 

The ability to order fractions is one of the hallmarks of fraction sense, referring to the 
fraction sense framework by Woodward (1998). Student with this sense of fraction will be 
able to compare fractions, to identify which of two numbers is closer to a third number, and 
lastly to order fractions (Markovits and Sowder, 1994). Students who are able to order 
fractions have developed a quantitative sense toward fractions (McIntosh, Reys and Reys, 
1992). They have developed an ability to perceive the relative size of fractions. These 
students have developed an understanding of the inverse relationship between the size of the 
denominator and the size of the fraction. That is, they understand that as the number of 
partitions increases, the size of the fraction decreases. Students with fraction sense understand 
the relative size of the denominator of two or more fractions and are able to coordinate this 
information with their respective numerators in order to make judgments about the relative 
size of these fractions. Lastly, the students would then use this information to order set of 
fractions (Woodward, 1998).  
 
 

PURPOSE OF STUDY 
 

The purpose of this study is to have a better understanding towards the sense of fraction that 
student possesses, in particular the sense of orderliness of fractions. More specifically, this 
study focused on  
 

(a) the ability of students perceives the size of a fraction, by looking at the understanding 
of the relationship between the size of numerator and denominator and the fraction 
size.  

 
(b) the ability of students makes comparison between two fractions, to determine the 

relative size of fractions.  
 
 

METHOD 
 

Instruments and Setting 
 
Interview was the main instrument used in this study. The interview was done privately for 
each student in a private room. The conversation was audio-taped and being transcribed later. 
Each interview lasted for approximately 60 minutes each. In the interview, students were 
requested to answer questions, explain their thinking and draw suitable diagrams to explain or 
represent their ideas. Paper and pencil were available for students to use at all time during the 
interview.  
 
 
 
 
Sample  
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The samples chosen for this study were Form 1 students that had not yet gone through any 
formal instruction on fraction in their secondary year. The reason behind this was to 
investigate the development of fraction sense among these students after going through a 
four-year formal instruction on fraction in their primary school. Six students were selected to 
join in this study. Selection of students depended on their ability to articulate their ideas and 
their performance in mathematics subject in school. Students of different ability were 
selected in order to gain a cross-section condition. These six students consisted of three 
students from the ‘top’ ability group, two students from the ‘average’ group, and a student 
from ‘below average’ group.  
 
 

RESULTS 
 

The main questions asked during the interview required students to determine the change of 
fraction size when the size of numerator or denominator being manipulated (increase or 
decrease) and to determine which fraction size was greater or smaller, when given two 
fractions. Students were encouraged to explain their ideas using diagrams, and use diagrams 
to check their ideas.  
 
Sense of relationship between nominator, denominator and fraction size 
 
The aspect of sense of relationship between nominator, denominator and fraction size appear 
in table 1. Most of the students were able to explain the inverse relationship between 
denominator and fraction size. However, two of these students tended to treat the numerator 
and denominator as separate entities. They could not relate the information that they got from 
denominator with numerator, and then to make judgments about fraction size.  
 
Responses on relationship between denominator, numerator and fraction size 
 

Question asked Responses Number of student 
 

Stated the inverse relationship 
between fraction sizes with 
denominator correctly. 

4  

Size of whole depended on 
denominator. Denominator decreases 
meaning fraction size decreases. 
 

1 

1. What changes occur 
when the denominator 
decreased to 4 (3/5)? 

No, I don’t know. 
 1 

Fraction size increases due to the 
number of parts being shaded 
increases. 

3 

Fraction size decreased due to left 
over pieces decreased. 3 

2. What changes occur 
when the nominator 
increased to 3 (2/5)? 

No, I don’t know. 
 0 

Table 1 
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Students with good fraction sense were able to explain the inverse relationship 
between denominator and fraction size clearly and with confidence. They were very clear 
about the whole, meaning of nominator as well as denominator. One of the responses given 
when item 1 being asked was “…greater because the size of whole is just the same, but when 
the same whole is divided by smaller number of parts, so the size of parts becomes bigger.”  

 
 
One of the students showed misconception on denominator. Student tended to ignore 

the whole and believed that the size of whole was depended on the denominator. So when the 
denominator decreased, the whole would decrease as well. Student seemed to ignore the 
shaded parts which determine the fraction size. When student was requested to make 
comparison between two fractions of the same numerator, she started to notice that her idea 
could not be applied to make comparison of fraction sizes. It indicated that student started to 
make sense on the size of shaded parts with fraction size, as well as the meaning of 
denominator. Further results would be discussed in the next section.  

 
 
For question on the effect of fraction size with the change of numerator, correct 

responses were surprisingly lesser than question 1. Only three students were able to explain 
that numerator directly influences the number of parts being shaded. Bigger number of 
numerator would give a more number of parts being shaded; therefore fraction size would be 
greater. These students showed a very strong fraction sense toward the meaning of numerator 
and its relationship to fraction size. 

 
 
The other three students who were unable to give the correct response had mistakenly 

viewed the fraction size as the left over parts. The conversation below shows their 
misconception. 

 
Researcher:  If I change 2/5 become 3/5, how this effect the size of initial fraction?  
 
Student: The fraction size becomes smaller. 
 
Researcher: Why? 
 
Student: When the fraction is 3/5, two parts left. But when 2/5, we will have 

three parts left. So when you change from 2/5 to 3/5, the parts are 
lesser.   

 
 

Comparing relative size of fractions between two fractions 
 
Comparing relative size of fractions needs a very good sense of coordinating information. 
Students need to make sense toward inverse relationship between denominator and fraction 
size, and then coordinate the information with nominator to do judgment on the relative size 
of fractions. Table 2 shows responses given by students in comparing fractions.  
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Responses on comparing fractions 
 

Question asked Responses Number of student 
 

Correctly states larger fraction without 
converting to like denominators 
 

3 

Correctly states larger fraction by 
converting to like denominators 
 

1 

Correctly states larger fraction but 
with incorrect strategy 
 

1 

1. Same numerators:  
    Compare 5/7 & 5/8 

Incorrect  
 1 

Correctly states larger fraction by 
comparing to a benchmark 
 

3 

Correctly states larger fraction by 
converting to like denominators 
 

0 

Correctly states larger fraction but 
with incorrect strategy 
 

1 

2. Different numerators: 
    Compare 8/18 & 6/12 

Incorrect  
 

2 
 

Correctly states closer fraction by 
using benchmark  
 

3 
 

Correctly states larger fraction but 
with incorrect strategy 
 

1 

3. Is 6/14 or 9/20 closer to 
½? 
     

Incorrect  
 2 

Table 2 
 

For question involving same numerators, five of the students had answered the 
question correctly, but one of them used incorrect strategy. Students who answered correctly 
without converting to like denominators had a strong sense toward the inverse relationship 
between denominator and fraction size, and were aware of the same numerators being 
presented. One student stated larger fraction correctly by drawing incorrect diagrams, which 
was considered as incorrect strategy.  
 

Three students had used benchmark strategy to compare fractions and got the correct 
answer. They were aware that 6/12 is equal to ½, while 8/18 is less than ½. Two students 
although were aware of the inverse relationship between denominator and fraction size, they 
treated numerator and denominator as separate entities. Students were unable to coordinate 
the information from denominator with numerator, therefore could not make correct 
judgment toward fraction sizes. In every question involving comparison between fractions, 
students tended to look only at the denominator and ignored numerator, and compared the 
sizes of a part for each fraction.  
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Researcher:  which is greater, 2/3 or 8/9?  
 
Student: 2/3 
 
Researcher: Why? 
 
Student: When the whole remain (same size), one needs to be divided by 9, so 

will get small parts. 2/3 only divided by 3, so will get bigger parts. 
 
Researcher: What about numerator? 
 
Student: as long as the size of parts is big, then the fraction will be big. 

 
 Problems requiring the identification of which of two numbers is closer to a third is 
more difficult than simple comparison problems. When dealing with question 3, the same 
three students successfully gave the correct responses. All of them used a benchmark strategy, 
where students compared each fraction to ½, and judged which fraction is missing less, and 
therefore more. Students’ ability to think in a non-standard way showed deep understanding 
toward the concept of fraction, and considered to be manifestation of their fraction sense.  
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

The selection of strategies being used by students in solving different kinds of 
problems was able to indicate their fraction sense. Students tended to avoid algorithms which 
involve calculation when dealing with questions that could be solved in a non standard way, 
such as using benchmark strategy.  
 
 
 The use of benchmarks, which was considered to be a manifestation of fraction sense 
by Markovits and Sowder (1994), being used widely by students. Students showed high 
ability of mental computation when using this strategy. More steps were required in some 
cases, for example in question 3 (Table 2). Both fractions are slightly less than ½. Therefore 
1/14 needed to be compared with 1/20, and then the result of the comparison had to be related 
back to the original problem by considering which was closer to ½ and therefore larger. The 
final step proved to be very difficult for students (Markovits and Sowder, 1994).  
 
 

There was a great different shown by two group of students, students with fraction 
sense, and students who lack of fraction sense. Students who did not possess sense of fraction 
while responding to questions being asked tended to apply tedious strategies such as using 
algorithms or drawing diagrams. Students would still believe in the answer obtained by 
applying procedures that were meaningless to them, and often to be incorrect. Mack (1990) 
states, “students focused on symbolic manipulations, whether correct or incorrect, in 
situations where they possessed knowledge of rote procedures.”  
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